
Vietnam and Cuba regain direct
ties and close contacts

Cuban Ambassador to Vietnam

Hanoi, Dec 27 (RHC) Vietnam and Cuba recovered direct ties and close contacts that characterize
their historically solid and close relations, in a particularly complicated year like 2022, said
Ambassador to Vietnam Orlando Hernandez Guillen.

 

Immediately after the reopening of the borders, closed for almost two years as a result of the
Covid-19 pandemic, organizations and institutions from both parties got back to exchanges of
delegations, the ambassador told Prensa Latina.

 

Cuba received, among others, the visits of the president of the National Union of Women of
Vietnam, Ha Thi Nga; the head of the General Confederation of Labour, Nguyen Dinh Khang, and



the permanent secretary of the Central Committee of the Union of Young Communists, Nguyen
Ngoc Luong.

The Ministers of Justice, Le Thanh Long, and Public Security, To Lam, also visited Cuba, with the
latter speaking with the leader of the Cuban Revolution, Army General Raul Castro, and with
President Miguel Díaz-Canel.

 

Regarding the Cuban delegations received in Vietnam, the ambassador mentioned the importance
of the visit of Prime Minister Manuel Marrero, who was accompanied by the ministers of Foreign
Trade, Health, and Agriculture, the presidents of Biocubafarma and INDER, and the director of
Mariel Special Development Zone.

 

The visit of Marrero not only showed the deep ties of friendship and solidarity that exist between
Cuba and Vietnam but also that the ministers developed previous programs with very positive
results, the ambassador commented.

 

In this context, three government agreements, aimed at strengthening and consolidating
cooperation in various fields, were signed. Also, a Business Promotion Forum was held which
concluded with the signing of seven agreements and allowed potential new investors to be
identified. (Source: PL)

https://www.radiohc.cu/en/noticias/nacionales/308987-vietnam-and-cuba-regain-direct-ties-and-close-
contacts
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